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How Cybersecurity Concerns and Costly Alternatives Led VŠÚO to IceWarp
VŠÚO is the singular research institute in the Czech Republic dedicated to studying fruit species within the temperate climate zone. With its history stretching back as far as 1951, the institute maintains and annually evaluates 2300+ varieties of notable fruit species in the region. Employing methods of biotechnology and cryopreservation, all 100 VŠÚO workers monitor and support actively growing in-vitro cultures and regeneration. And because its findings frequently hold significant international value, the institute cooperates with other organizations worldwide to promote the best breeding programs for suitable genotypes with valuable traits.
Because we collaborate with partners all over the world, we needed an email and business tool we could depend on. But we also required that solution to be affordable, highly functional, and – best case scenario – with client support in the Czech Republic. **We found all this and more with IceWarp.**
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VŠÚO Migrates to IceWarp

After experimenting with the likes of MS Exchange and Kerio, the IT team at VŠÚO caught wind of IceWarp. Intrigued by its fair price point and Czech-specific development, they decided to dive head-first into the implementation process, starting with data migration.

“All our organization’s data was migrated by IceWarp’s professional migration team. They analyzed the environment, proposed the migration method, and then carried out the entire process. Our initial concerns quickly became widespread satisfaction,” stated IT Manager Gabriel Koós, recalling the early days when VŠÚO switched to IceWarp.

With all their data successfully migrated, the institute’s researchers could return their full focus to their work, but now with the added benefit of simplified internal and external communication channels.
Before we transferred to IceWarp, we were quite concerned about the serious cybersecurity issues and informational safety that seemed to plague companies worldwide. And after trying several other solutions, we were most satisfied with IceWarp. The combination of high-quality data security and reliable Client Support made the choice easy for us, especially once we factored in the more than affordable pricing.
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IceWarp is an innovative and reliable business tool solution that helps VŠÚO stay connected both inside and out. To put it clearly, don’t hesitate to leave the data migration and implementation to the specialists at IceWarp. We did the same and haven’t regretted it since.
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